
GOOD NEWS IN THREE COUNTRIES

helium-cooled reactor. Safety is based on passive systems and the economic outlook seems
excellent.)

• Increased power consumption will in the long run result in higher prices and finally in a growing
interest in the construction of new power plants - some nuclear.

Risks
• The risk for a new reactor accident in the RMBK type is still not negligible
• The risk for a political decision to close Barseback 2 in 2003 is rather high
• The costs for urgent modernisation of old nuclear power plants might be prohibitive on a

competitive electricity market. There is a risk for early closing of nuclear power plants in for
example Sweden and Germany of economical reasons.

Impossibilities
• Of market (and political) reason it is impossible to imagine new nuclear power plants to be

ordered in any EU country within the next five years (in Sweden within ten years)
• It is impossible (at least of economical reasons) to steadily increase the safety standards of old

nuclear power reactors - new demands from the authorities
• It is impossible to fulfil the conditions (replace with renewable or savings) for closing Barseback

2 according to the decision by the Parliament in 1997 as long as the price is low on the electricity
market, with no incentive to build new power plants

Possibilities and estimated earliest possible year
• Introduction of CO2 taxes in EU countries - 2006
• Harmonisation of energy taxes within the EU - it is a mess - 2004)
• The closure of Barseback 2 is postponed indefinitely - 2003
• Political consensus about the final disposal of high-level nuclear waste in most EU countries -

2005
• The first new nuclear power plant to be ordered in a EU country - 2006
• The power consumption will continue to grow in most EU countries.
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• Brief description of Temelin construction history
• Power demand trends in the CR
• Political situation, governmental decisions
• Public opinion polls and question of referendum
• Long term informational and educational programme
• Temelin Information Centre, plant tours, regional Temelin Newspapers
• Lectures and seminars for schools
• Regional lobbying: co-operation with Association of neighbour towns
• Communication with media and so-called ,,equilibrium" of news (95 % of Czech print media is owned

by German companies)
• Influence of international events (Barseback, German ,,Ausstieg", etc.)
• Antinuke organisations in the CR and their strategy
• Anti-nuclear Mothers and pro-nuclear Fathers
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• Opposition crosses borders (how close is Temelin to the Austrian borders? Who don't like to have
cheap electricity?)

• International expert missions, EU safety standards and environmental impact studies: communication
of results by experts versus communication of the same results by politicians

• Advertisements, web page www.Temelin-live.cz
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In 1982 the highest authorities of the Soviet Union (then it was the Central Committee of the Communist
Party) has adopted an impressive program of nuclear power development: in less than 20 years the
country's total installed nuclear capacity had to grow from 15 to 195 GW by the year of 2000. The
program was strategically based and had sufficient resources for realisation - "oil dollars" (oil extraction
in the country then had reached a peak of 550 million tons, with considerable amount of it going for
export). Three crises - technogenic (Chernobyl accident), political (perestroika and the USSR collapse)
and economic - have stopped this program at the level about 38 GW (total for all the former-USSR
countries).

Today the state of Russia's fuel & energy complex (the need to reduce the use of natural gas in electricity
generating industry) objectively pushes the country to return to "great expectations" of nuclear power. In
the next few years the country - for the first time in many decades - will face the energy deficit. The
forecasted energy consumption growth, which began in 1999 after 14 years of recession, according to
experts, would make our country an "energy-deficient" one and would also hamper the development of
Russia's economy.

The most large-scale and well-substantiated response to this challenge is represented by the new
Minatom's program providing for the growth of nuclear power capacities up to 50 GW by 2020. The rate
of this growth is expected to reach 4-5 GW/year, what, nevertheless, would only repeat the USSR's
achievements of mid-80ies. This strategy of nuclear power development has already received official
support of the Russian government. Initiative of Russian President V. Putin, put forward during the
"Millennium Summit" on energy support of sustainable development, was a clear demonstration of the
Russian leaders' attitude towards the global perspectives of nuclear energy.

The public opinion, which has somewhat lost interest towards nuclear in the period of its stagnation (the
last nuclear unit was commissioned in Russia in 1993), has begun to show great interest to it again,
especially after the nuclear specialists have "passed from words to deeds" and launched intensive works
in order to start the Rostov NPP, the construction of which had been suspended in 1990.

The struggle for Rostov NPP commissioning, going on with considerable antagonism of various forces
(including such a specific Russian public force, as the Cossacks), has become the beginning of a
principally new stage in Russian nuclear specialists' relations with the public. The key principle of this
new approach was to refuse from "defending position". A good example of Minatom's "attack action" was
shown by the proposal concerning Russia's going out to the world market of nuclear fuel reprocessing,
supported by a portfolio of legislative initiatives, which include the draft law on environmental programs
for rehabilitation of the country's radiation contaminated areas, financed from foreign trade operations
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